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Representations of numbers are closely related to representations of language [1-5]. However, the dynamics of the relation between

numbers and language remain unclear [6]. For example, some researchers assume that language is indispensable to processing precise
numerical values, others that symbolic numbers larger than 4 are represented through language, and yet others that all numbers are pro-

cessed in language brain regions [7-15]. On the other hand, there is also evidence that representations of numbers can be right lateralized;
therefore, they must be independent from language [16-20].

In a recent study with my colleague [21] we found that the relation between language and numbers is even more complex. As figure 1

shows, our main findings indicate that numbers can in a sense block access to linguistic concepts. More precisely, when working memory
is substantially engaged in number processing (even a few seconds before) there is a functional reorganization of language skills in the
form of their weakened laterality.

Figure 1: Lateralization of language and number processing. A study by Klichowski and Kroliczak
shows that after a substantial engagement of working memory by numbers, there is a functional
reorganization (weakened laterality) of language processing. LH – left hemisphere, RH – right
hemisphere.

Our results [21] are hard to explain because numerous studies show that a general phenomenon is left-hemispheric dominance for

language [22-32]. Therefore, it looks like that the engagement of working memory by numbers can lead to a “temporary escape of language” from the left hemisphere. Thus, numbers can in a sense block the “smooth” processing of language. This finding sheds a new light
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on abilities of mathematical savants, like Raymond Babbitt from Rain Man, with exceptional counting skills but poor language command

[33-34]. Mathematical savants’ language is not “smooth” and rather limited to single word utterances [35]. This is probably why all resources of their working memory (located in the left hemisphere [36]) can be devoted to such exceptional counting. Nevertheless, it is
only a hypothesis and thorough research on this problem and further debates are still necessary.
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